Abstract. We want to analyse EEG recordings in order to investigate the phonemic categorization at a very early stage of auditory processing. This problem can be modelled by a supervised classification of functional data. Discrimination is explored via a logistic functional linear model, using a wavelet representation of the data. Different procedures are investigated, based on penalized likelihood and principal component reduction or partial least squares reduction.
Introduction
We are interested in the categorization phenomenon in auditory brain activity. We consider EEG recordings measuring the cerebral activity in response to auditory stimuli. We would like to determine whether the different signals contain information on the sound heard by the patient and if we are able to discriminate the different audio stimuli. To this objective we propose a logistic functional linear model to study the classification of EEG curves.
In literature, recordings usually deal with brain-computer interface [1] or with different biological contexts such as epilepsy where the characteristics of EEG recordings are much more apparent than in the auditory activity, e.g. [2, 3] . The specificity of our data lies in the fact that the discriminative characteristics of the signals are very localized and standard methodologies failed to extract the information.
As discriminative properties are expected to be localized in time and in frequency in the signals, we use a wavelet representation of the EEG recordings. To enforce a reduction of the dimension of the model we introduce a constraint of sparsity, possibly coupled with principal components or partial least square. We study empirically our procedure and compare it to similar concepts [4] . Only the evoked potentials between the frontal electrode and the right ear of the subject are considered. A high-pass filter at 80 Hertz was applied to keep only the frequencies corresponding to auditory activity. In addition, we consider averages of ten signals in order to get rid of a possible random effect. Two examples of resulting signals for pure sounds /ba/ or /pa/ are given in Figure 1 . Note that EEG offers the possibility to combine many potentials on a single recording. A perspective of the present work is to take advantage of this multiplicity [6] . The objective is two fold. We first aim to determine whether the recordings are informative. We moreover want to explore if the categorization is effective at this early stage of recording. Are the responses still discriminated in four classes or are they already categorized in two classes? Those questionings can be modelled by the prediction of a categorical variable Y with respect to an explanatory functional variable (X(t)) t∈ [0, 1] . The label Y corresponds to the stimuli and X(·) is the resulting EEG recording. We consider a logistic functional linear model:
The logistic functional linear regression
where
The unknown function β(·) captures the features which discriminate the curves (X i (·)) i=1,...,n .
Logistic functional linear models received much interest last decade due to the large scope of applications. We are interested in this paper in an estimation scheme based on the decomposition of the explanatory curves on a given functional basis. This was investigated among others in [7] [8] [9] with spline basis and different roughness penalties, and in [10] with wavelet basis. Authors in [4] propose to use both component reduction and roughness penalties, respectively with splines basis and with wavelet basis. The procedure proposed in this paper is based on similar concepts.
Estimation procedure
We introduce an orthogonal discrete wavelet transform W on V j 0 ⊕ j≥j 0 W j , where V j 0 is the space generated by the father wavelet at scale j 0 and W j is the space generated by the mother wavelet at scale j. Every signal X i (·) is decomposed by X i = (X i (t j )) j=1,...,d = W T θ i , for i = 1, . . . , n. The exponent T denotes the transpose operator. The unknown function β(·) is also represented by the vector of its wavelet coefficients ω. Let {ω ℓ } ℓ<2 j 0 be the scale coefficients while {ω ℓ } ℓ>2 j 0 are the wavelet coefficients. The logistic functional linear regression model is expressed like a regression on the wavelet coefficients.
As we are expecting that the discriminative function β(·) is localized in time and frequency, we impose the sparsity of the wavelet coefficients {ω ℓ } ℓ>2 j 0 . This is usually done in literature thanks to a ℓ 1 -penalization. This approach has been proposed by [10] in functional linear models with real responses. The authors establish the asymptotic consistency of the estimator.
Following [4] , we can introduce an additional principal components reduction step to enforce the reduction of dimension. Let a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ · · · ≥ a d be the eigenvalues of (`i) i=1,...,n . We introduce the matrix V q of size d × q such as the ith column of the matrix V q is the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue a i . We then impose that ω can be written ω = V q γ with γ ∈ R q . An extension to partial least squares reduction has also been explored.
The estimators are thus defined as follows:
where L is the log-likelihood. The parameters λ and q are chosen by cross-validation. In literature, EEG classification is generally done applying a usual classification procedure for multivariate data on the wavelets coefficients or on statistics summarizing their behaviour (see e.g. [2, 3] ). The advantage of our procedure is to take into account the specificity of the wavelets coefficients, with the penalization enforcing sparsity.
We compare our procedure with the estimators studied in [4] . Actually, we consider the following procedures, with a 5-folds cross validation:
• SPCR -A spline-based estimation, with Principal Component Reduction (CR) and a ℓ 2 penalization.
• WNET -A wavelet-based estimation with a ℓ 1 -penalty.
• WCR and WLS -A wavelet-based estimation, with respectively a sparse CR or a sparse Partial Least Squares (LS) reduction.
• WPCR and WPLS -Our wavelet-based estimation described previously in the manuscript, with respectively CR or LS and a ℓ 1 -penalization.
We also implement A-WPCR and A-WPLS: the same as WPCR and WPLS but with parameters obtained by a corrected AIC procedure.
Results
We first try to discriminate the EEG recordings in four classes, with respect to the four stimuli. No estimators succeed in this classification. We then classify the signals in two classes, with /ba/ and the first intermediate stimulus associated with a label 0 and /pa/ and the second intermediate stimulus with a label 1. Areas under ROC curves (AUC) are given in Table 1 . Following [11] , we consider that the discrimination holds if the AUC is greater than 0.7. With the WNET estimator, the discrimination of the EEG signals in two classes is validated. Spline-based procedure is not able to capture the differences in signals. Estimators with a principal component or a partial least squares step succeed in discriminating on the learning sample but not on the validation sample. The reduction of component seems too dependent on the learning set and introduce a bias in the prediction power of the estimators.
The fact that the classification is effective establishes that recordings indeed contain information on the stimuli. We can moreover localize which part of the signals are informative to obtain this discrimination with the estimation of the function β(·). The estimation given by WNET in Figure 2 
Conclusion
This paper explores different estimation procedures in logistic functional linear models, based on a wavelet decomposition of the explanatory curves and principal component reduction. Our study stresses that this model with wavelet-based estimation seems efficient to discriminate complex signals such as EEGs but that the component reduction step introduce a bias. We identify a procedure that is able to extract where is the pertinent information contained in signals, in time and frequency. The application on signals relative to auditory activity highlights that the assumption of a categorization of sounds at an early stage of the auditory process seems likely.
